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UPDATE
ST-108 FORMS AVAILABLE
AT BMV LICENSE BRANCHES
Today I have been advised that by Monday, January 13, 2003 all Bureau of Motor Vehicle
license branches should have received a supply of the revised ST-108 and ST-108E sales tax forms. The
Department of Revenue Tax Forms Line personnel will no longer accept orders for these forms. Dealers
may still download the form for photocopy purposes from the hidden Revenue website:
http://www.in.gov/dor/resources/dealer.html . You will not be able to order these forms by mail from
either agency.
I apologize for any confusion over this matter; but it was out of my control. The two (2) state
agencies involved have been discussing the forms provision dilemma and have just recently settled on
the above solution. I hope that this will be the last time I need to communicate with you on this matter.

!! IMPORTANT !!
WALK-IN
INTERIM PLATE ORDERS LIMITED
The Bureau of Motor Vehicles has notified ADAI that, due to delays in the shipment of a recent
BMV order for interim plates, they are limiting the number of cardboard plates ordered over the counter
to a maximum of 250 plates. Mail orders have not been limited.
If the BMV interim plate shortage persists and the order amounts remain high, they may have to
limit mail orders for cardboard plates as well. Since new vehicle dealers’ interim plate orders are the
largest at this time of the year, they have asked ADAI to contact its members.
Please re-evaluate your immediate needs regarding interim (cardboard) plates and order
appropriately.
If you have any questions or need to check on your cardboard plate order, please contact Donita
Bentley, BMV Dealer Dept. Supervisor at (317) 591-5312.
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